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Bill Kleinert (Lewiston) presents tips on the construction of craftsman kits in this issue’s clinics (see page 18).
Bill has recently completed “Bower’s Brewery, a kit from Micro-Scale models. This type of kit requires time,
patience and skill so you should find many of Bill’s techniques interesting and valuable.
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EDITORIAL COMMENTS
I have been on the job as editor of The Goat for over a year and have had time to digest reader comments and
consider changes to the format of our newsletter. The changes that you will see in this issue and going forward will
hopefully be well received and increase your interest in reading The Goat. Some of the “departments” will be
dropped, a couple will be added and two will receive a change of focus.
Which departments will be continuing? Clinics, Workbench Projects, Layout Tours, and Modeling Products and
Services have all received positive remarks and will continue to be featured. The Interchange Track, while not
frequently mentioned, provides us with content from other regions and I will try to expand that column in future
editions. Also continuing are Superintendent’s Report (when submitted), Time Table and View from the Caboose.
Some columns will be dropped: RPO (reader mail), In Memoriam, Historical Perspectives, NMRA Achievement
Program, and Member Want, Swap and Sell have received very little attention and will be discontinued beginning
with this issue. With regard to each of these discontinued columns, if enough interest and support was to be
expressed by you, they could return in the future.
Subdivision Reports and Railroad Experience will have a change in focus. Subdivision Reports will be renamed
Regional News and Views and will include many items that previously appeared in Subdivision Reports, NMRA
AP, letters and comments from members, club news, and pictures and stories from other sources such as Facebook.
Railroad Experience was intended to provide stories related to “real” railroads but the focus will be expanded to
include modeling and rail-fan experiences as well. The name of the column will remain the same. The Railroad
Experience column will be included when there is a story and may not appear in every issue.
Tips and Techniques will be a new column. My intent is to provide a place for members to publish a paragraph or
two (hopefully with a picture) about something that they feel is worth sharing with fellow Division members. Your
name will be printed with the tip unless you specifically request that it be withheld. My hope is that some of you
will see this column as an opportunity to get something into The Goat without spending a lot of time writing.
However, this department will be omitted in any given issue if I don’t receive anything from readers.
Finally, I am planning to offer all regular departments in the same order in each newsletter. That makes it easier to
format the document. It also helps readers locate departments that they particularly like to read.
Please let me know how you feel about these changes.
Alan Ashton (Spokane, WA)
Editor
The views and opinions stated in Editorial Comments are not intended to reflect those of the NMRA or regions or divisions thereof. As the editor of The
Goat, I welcome your comments and opinions regarding the comments made above or any other statements made in this publication. Send your
comments to Alan Ashton, Editor (PNR5DNews@gmail.com).
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RAILROAD EXPERIENCE: REMEMBER THE CABOOSE?
Contributed by Jerry Quinn (Spokane Valley, WA)
In 1986 the trailing caboose faded
into history just like this one in
Nevada. Turned into a cabin of sorts
just big enough for a fella to live in.
I can’t imagine a woman putting up
with it but who knows.

They came in all sizes including this
little fella with 4 wheels and a
smokestack. A rough rider I would
think.

Many came with high cupola so the
crew could see the over higher
boxcars and other equipment they
were required to haul.
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Some railroads had low bridges or
tunnels so the top needed to fit under
them. Most had a bathroom, of sorts,
a bunk or two, a desk for the
conductor to do his paperwork and a
stove to cook and heat the place.

Some railroads thought that a bay
window was a safer place for the
crew and provided an easier place to
watch the train ahead.

Having round port holes for
windows made them modern
looking. Maybe like a 1953 Buick
Skylark!
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This Canadian National caboose is
one of the most modern I have ever
run across. It has the look of a short
passenger car! Of all the changes on
the railroads over the past 50 years I
miss the caboose the most!

POSTSCRIPT ON THE ORIGIN OF “CABOOSE”
Adopted from entries in Wikipedia
The first written evidence of the usage of "caboose" in a railroad context appeared in 1859 as part of court records
in conjunction with a lawsuit filed against the New York and Harlem Railway. This suggests the the word
"caboose" was probably in circulation among North American railroaders well before the mid-19th century.
Railroad historian David L. Joslyn connected "caboose" to kabhuis, a Middle Dutch word referring to the
compartment on a sailing ship's main deck in which meals were prepared. Eighteenth century French naval records
make reference to a cambose or camboose, which also described the food preparation cabin on a ship's main deck.
The word camboose entered American naval terminology around time of the construction of the USS Constitution,
where it referred to the ship’s wood-burning food preparation stove. [The nautical reference has all but
disappeared. Ed.]
There is some disagreement on what constitutes the proper plural form of the word "caboose." Similar words, like
goose (pluralized as "geese"), and moose (pluralized as "moose," no change) point to the reason for the difficulty
in coming to a consensus. The most common pluralization of caboose is "cabooses," with some arguing that this is
incorrect, and, as with the word moose, it should stay the same in plural form—that is, "caboose" should represent
one or many. A less-seriously used pluralization of the word is "cabeese," following the pluralization rule for the
word goose, which is geese. This particular form is almost universally used in an attempt at humor. It was common
for railroads to officially refer to cabooses as "cabin cars."
Of all the implements of railroading, none has had more nicknames than the caboose. Many are of American or
Canadian origin and seek to describe the vehicle or its occupants in derisive ways. Often heard among crews was
"crummy" (as in a crummy place to live, not elegant, often too hot or too cold, and perhaps not especially clean),
"clown wagon," "hack," "waycar," "dog house," "go cart," "glory wagon," "monkey wagon" (a term that indirectly
insulted the principal functionary who rode therein, no doubt coined by an engineer), "brain box" (the conductor
was supposedly the brains of the train, as opposed to the "hogger" or engineer, who was presumed to be
pigheaded), "palace," "buggy" (Boston & Maine/Maine Central), "van" (eastern and central Canada, usage possibly
derived from the UK term for the caboose), and "cabin," or a variation heard at least on the Southern Railway,
"cab." On the Long Island Railroad during the years of its freight operations the term "caboose" was considered an
inappropriate term and if inadvertently used there would be an immediate correction, namely, "That's a Hack." It
was not slang, it was the "proper" and accepted term.
The small, two-axle cabooses used widely during the latter part of the 19th century were called "bobbers," which
described their riding characteristics on the relatively uneven track of the time (see the Colorado & Southern
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example in Jerry’s story above). Bobbers tended to produce an unpleasant pitching motion that was usually not
present in more modern, two-truck models.
Some additional examples of the caboose include:
In the extended-vision or widevision caboose, the sides of the
cupola project beyond the side of the
car body.

A transfer caboose looks more like a
flat car with a shed bolted to the
middle of it than it does a standard
caboose. It is used in transfer service
between rail yards or short switching
runs, and as such, lacks sleeping,
cooking or restroom facilities. The
ends of a transfer caboose are left
open,
with
safety
railings
surrounding the area between the
crew compartment and the end of the
car.

Drover's cabooses looked more like
combine
cars
than
standard
cabooses. The purpose of a drover's
caboose was much more like a
combine, as well. On longer
livestock trains in the American
West, the drover's caboose is where
the livestock's handlers would ride
between the ranch and processing
plant. The train crew rode in the
caboose section while the livestock
handlers rode in the coach section.
Drover's cabooses used either
cupolas or bay windows in the
caboose section for the train crew to
monitor the train.
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LAYOUT TOUR: LEE CHESSMAN’S PINE BLUFF & WESTERN
The first thing that visitors see as they approach
Lee Chessman’s house is a railroad crossing sign.
Lee’s Pine Bluff & Western main line runs
perpendicular to the entry driveway which crosses
the track. Next into view is the station, a design
based upon one of the stations found at Disneyland
in California.
The PB&W is a seven and one-half inch gauge
railroad in one and one-half inch scale. This type of
railroad is sometimes referred to as “live steam”
although at this time only diesels are running here.
Lee’s interest in railroads began many years ago
while he lived in California. There, he had a large
HO scale home layout but had to dismantle it when
he moved to Washington. He admits that
dismantling the California layout was somewhat
traumatic but his interest in railroading was undiminished. He is now content to run HO scale trains at the River
City Modelers club in Spokane and continues to model and weather his locomotives and rolling stock.
Lee might also admit that the move opened the door to fascinating new frontiers in his chosen hobby. The PB&W
has been under construction for 14 years and currently sports over 3,000 feet of track. It has been a labor of love
that Lee often shares with his friend, Jerry Braun, and occasionally others who share his enthusiasm for of this type
of railroading.
Lee recalls the beginning of the PB&W when there was just a short section of straight track near where the station
is now located. Then, he didn’t have any motive power other than a rope that he used to pull a flat car, sometimes
carrying a load of grandkids, back and forth. How things have changed!
So, let’s take a look at Lee Chessman’s Pine Bluff & Western railroad…
The railroad comes into view as we cross the main
line track, heading toward the Chessman’s home
that can be seen to the right in this picture. The
PB&W station is visible from here looking
through the trees.
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The station at Paradise is modeled after one of the
stations at Disneyland. During the summer
months, the station hosts a lot of visitors. The two
room station has a “waiting room” and a “ticket
office” which is often ‘manned’ by one or more
grandkids.

A group of tourists and rail fans are ready to board
the next train to leave the station. This picture was
taken during a picnic that Lee hosted last year.

As soon as one train leaves the station another is
arriving.
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The schedule posted at the station tells the story of
the day’s activities. Another cool idea from
Disneyland.

Lee’s Union Pacific switcher provides motive
power for the PB&W. Here, Lee takes a break to
talk about his railroad with visitors.

This locomotive is powered by a 16 horsepower
gasoline engine that pressurizes the hydraulic
system including the reservoir that is located near
the front of the hood. This is referred to as a
“gasoline/hydraulic” drive system.
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A hydraulic motor, located on each truck, transfers
power to the axels providing plenty of tractive
effort.

In the tender we see how air braking is applied
through a pressurized system. One of Lee’s current
projects is to install air brakes in each of the
passenger cars.
The long silver cylinder is the main air reservoir
for the train which is pressurized at 65 p.s.i. The
smaller cylinder is the car’s air tank and it is
pressurized through the air train line to 45 p.s.i.
Each car in the train will have its own air tank,
also pressurized to 45 p.s.i. The small unit in the
left corner is a 12 VDC air compressor. Air is
pumped from the compressor through a check
valve into the tank and into the train line. Main
tank and train line pressure gauges can be seen
above along with a small brake application lever.
A close examination of the engine’s trucks shows
the suspension and brake shoes.
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The engineer’s control provides for train direction
of travel and braking. The lever on the right side
controls the speed (rpm) of the gasoline engine.
The toggle switch is no longer in use as it was the
control for the vacuum brakes previously installed
on the train. They were not very effective and have
all been removed making way for the new
automatic air brake system being installed.

The car storage barn provides a secure and weather
proof place for some of the rolling stock through
the winter months.

A scissor lift is located near the car storage barn.
The lift is used to transfer locomotives and cars to
and from trailers and track.
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This beauty was Lee’s first attempt at building a
car in 1-1/2 inch scale. It was built from a kit in his
garage in California and later brought to the
railroad here in Washington. A few extra details
were added, such as the marker lights and a partial
interior.

This box car is not intended for passengers but
does provide useful storage. The roof opens to
access the interior. This all steel car weighs in at
about 150 pounds.

Thanks to good track work, derailments are
infrequent but they do happen. With cars weighing
up to 150 pounds it can sometimes take two to
easily get back on track. Note the supervisor in the
last car. That would make it three to re-rail in this
case.
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Here, Lee discloses some of the techniques that he
uses to ensure good track on the PB&W. Lee has
used three types of ties. The first sections of the
railroad employed treated wood but he later
switched to what he calls a “Train Mountain” style
of a recycled plastic tie. The treaded wood ties
should last about 20 years and the plastic ties
about 500 years! Also, note the wheel stops.

Currently, Lee is using a plastic tie that has
molded tie plates. These are easier to install and
maintain. And they ensure exact rail spacing. Each
has 4 stainless steel screws, 2 for each rail. The
track is built in 10ft sections (called panels) in the
shop and is composed of 28 ties and at least 104
stainless steel screws. Rail panels are joined with a
steel rail joiner very similar to an HO scale joiner
but a ‘little’ larger.

Inside the shop, we see one of Lee’s passenger
cars on the bench where air brakes are being
installed. The pressurization system with all of its
associated piping and valves are located in the
compartment under the seat. Notice the air line that
will connect one car to another when the system is
in full use. Lee commented that the location of the
air hose isn’t “prototypical” but is in a location
that makes it much easier to connect. Better than
having to kneel down on the ground to reach under
the coupler and connect the hoses. Saves the
knees!
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A miniature glad hand connects the air line from
one car to the next. Just as on the “real” railroad, if
the cars separate, the glad hand lets the air escape
from the train line on the cars and the brakes go
into an emergency application. Just as with the
prototype, one must “pump off” the brakes to
release them. No air pressure in the train line
means that brakes are applied.

Lee shows us how he is constructing the braking
mechanism on his work bench. The air cylinder
that Lee is holding is a Clippard double acting
cylinder and one is installed on each truck of each
car. When applying the brakes, the aluminum cast
brake shoes are pressed against the wheel treads by
the contraction of the cylinder causing a
mechanical movement of the two bars with the
shoes attached. When train line pressure is
restored, the cylinder expands, thereby relieving
the brake shoe pressure. An air switch and a check
value substitute as a triple valve used on the
prototype.

Brake shoes are cast locally. This casting contains
nine shoes that will be cut and polished. Another
live steamer, Bob Simpson, cast the shoes. Bob is,
and has been, a long-time member of the Los
Angeles Live Steamers located in Griffith Park.
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In this picture, you can see one brake shoe on the
passenger car that is in the shop. Lee was testing
the brake reservoir’s ability to hold its pressure. It
hadn’t lost any over a week’s time. He also invited
us to give the car a good shove – it wouldn’t
budge!

Back to the railroad, we are preparing to depart on
a tour. Nearly all of the switches are controlled by
a machine similar to this one. This arrangement
makes the switch a ‘spring switch’ allowing train
movement through the trailing points even if they
are thrown against the train.

At this busy location approaching the Paradise
station, Lee has installed an ingenious remote
throw. The engineer can simply stop the train, lean
over and throw the switch that is about 15 feet in
front of the engine. The stand is connected to the
switch mechanism through a marine cable and
push rod. The “harp” style switch stand indicates
the direction of travel; in this case, the indication is
that we’ll be taking the inside track. The switch
stand, along with many other items on the railroad,
was cast by Lee’s trusted helper, Jerry Braun.
With Jerry’s invaluable help over many years, the
railroad has been able to progress to its’ current
state.
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Visitors of all ages but especially the kids love it
when their train passes through the Spider
Mountain tunnel. A few “cobwebs” await the
anxious riders, some love it, some scream.

This trestle is 105 feet long and 14 feet off the
ground at its highest point. As with any railroad,
maintenance is always important and much of the
infrastructure is subject to natural disasters. In
2008, just after completing the bridge, a tree fell
across this trestle, severely damaging it. A tree
service company had to come in to clear the tree.
Surprisingly, none of the rails of the three tracks
that the tree fell across were touched by the tree.
One rail did come within ¼ of an inch but was
saved when one of the tree’s branches punched
through the bridge ties and stopped the trunk from
crushing the rail. Lee did have to replace several
bridge ties and several steel railing uprights. HO
scale railroading is a lot easier and less expensive
when it comes to moving fallen trees on the layout.
Lee brings a trainload of visitors back into
Paradise station. Everyone enjoys a ride on a real
railroad. Thanks, Lee, for a wonderful tour!
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Pine Bluff & Western Fact Sheet
Scale

1 ½ inches = 1 foot

Track gauge

7-1/2 inches (Actually 7 5/8” is used-due to some tight curves)

Size

The railroad traverses about 4 acres.

Mainline run

Over 2,500 feet mainline and 500+ feet of sidings.

Minimum radius

35 feet

Maximum grade

Three percent (downhill) 2% coming up on another leg recently
installed.

Roadbed construction

Graded roadbed covered with 5’ wide heavy plastic sheeting. Shop
built 10Ft panels laid on top, connected, leveled, and covered with
5/8” clean basalt ballast which is then tamped to secure the track.

Number of turnouts

22 –many with frogs cast by Jerry Braun.

Number of bridges, trestles, tunnels

3 bridges/trestles and 1 tunnel

Locomotive roster

UP SW1500 gas/hydraulic and NP SW7 gas/hydraulic

Rolling stock inventory

5 “Ride-Astride” passenger cars and 10 freight cars

Buildings & Industries

Paradise Depot, freight house, car storage barn and a speeder shed.
More to come as Boom Town develops.

The Pine Bluff & Western story is hardly complete. As we completed our most recent tour, Lee spoke of the
addition of mainline track and spurs to industries. Right now, the PB&W management is focused on passenger
service but Lee is looking forward to the addition of freight operations down the line. One area, nicknamed “Boom
Town” will be the primary focus of this activity. Right now, Boom Town is not exactly booming but that could
change quickly given Lee’s enthusiasm for working on the railroad.
If you would like your model railroad featured in Layout Tours please contact Alan Ashton, Editor. You can
submit pictures and text or request a visit (I am always interested in seeing new layouts). The mission of The Goat
is to share your enthusiasm and to highlight achievements among those who are interested in model railroading.
Conducting virtual layout tours connects us all and helps this newsletter achieve its mission. Send emails to your
editor – PNR5DNews@gmail.com.

WORKBENCH PROJECTS
Due to the length of some of the articles in this edition of The Goat we won’t be able to fit
Workbench Projects into this issue. It will resume in the next issue where we will see how to
build street lights from a variety of very inexpensive parts.
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Coming in the next edition of
The Goat:

LED 101
This clinic will feature basic information that you can
use to purchase and install LEDs for street and building
lighting projects on your layout.

CLINIC: BUILDING A CRAFTSMAN STYLE KIT
Contributed by Bill Kleinert (Lewiston, ID)
Building a craftsman style kit can be a daunting task but one that often
provides a rich reward and a fine looking addition to your model railroad
layout or diorama. In this clinic, Bill Kleinert provides some observations and
recommendations that should be of interest to our readers, regardless of their
skill level.
Bill has been a modeler since, well, forever, off and on. He never stopped for
girls, school, college or the service (4 years Navy Viet Nam era). Bill is now
on his second layout since retiring in '98'. His experience with craftsman kits
has been mostly with Campbell’s, but he also has a few Fine Scale Models
kits under his belt and has also scratch-built a few trestles, and kitbashed some Walthers kits. So when he saw this
kit at a swap meet in Spokane he had to try it.
In this clinic, Bill is building “Bower’s Brewery, a kit from Micro-Scale models. This type of kit requires patience
and skill so you should expect to spend at least a week – and maybe much more depending upon your available
time and experience with wood kits – to get to a finished product.
This kit comes with 14 sheets of instructions and plans.
Regardless of experience, you should spend time reading
the instructions and understanding the plans. There was
also a nice little set of three photos of the finished
product to help in this regard.
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The contents, the base and some 90+ plaster detail pars
are neatly bagged. Paper shingles are included along with
lots of strip-wood for the siding and tank supports.
Having read the instructions and plans, you should now
take time to ensure that the parts are accounted for. Think
about the assembly steps. You may want to open the bags
in a prescribed sequence to avoid having to search for
parts later on.

I stained the scale 2x8 siding with a shoe dye and alcohol
mix. I determined the strength of the dye by trial and
error. Start with just a couple of drops in about 8oz. of
alcohol and test till you get the right mix. A quick dip is
all you need. It helps to wipe the excess dye off with a
paper towel. Wear rubber gloves for this operation as you
will dye your fingers too.
By dipping the strip wood in this mixture you are
reducing the possibility of warping later on because both
sides of the wood are being treated.
India ink would also get good results. I used the dye
because I have it on hand. Also the alcohol mix does not
cover detail in the wood. Each piece of wood takes the
stain a little differently resulting in unique character

I like to use triangle stock as a drying rack. The pointed
tops just touch the wet strips. The alcohol-dye dries
quickly and you can start work in ten or 15 minutes. It
also helps to have a fan.
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The windows supplied in this kit are by either Grandt or
Tichy. I primed them with cheap Walmart grey primer
then gave them a quick wash of the shoe dye stain. Again
the stain does not cover detail. It also helps to maintain a
color theme. It dries quickly.

I scored the glazing using the supplied diagram as a guide
and attached the glass to the frames with formula 560
canopy glue to avoid fogging the "glass." I left the parts
on the sprues at this point to facilitate handling.
Another method of glazing would be to use Micro
scales crystal clear or R/C 560 white glue to create
glazing. I have no experience with this method though.

I primed the plaster base with Walmart grey primer. I
used the Walmart stuff because it’s only $1.99 for a can.
Priming the plaster parts is advised to seal the plaster
surface and give uniformity to the colors being applied
later. Also in this case it also became the base color for
the mortar.
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I laid out the main walls to properly orient the walls in
their order of construction. Also second floor bracing is
added now. This makes the individual pieces both right
and left handed and inside and out. With five basic
building assemblies, if one isn't careful confusion and the
need to rebuild will result.

I used Aleene’s® craft glue a lot for the basic structures. It
allows time to position parts before the glue set yet is
ready to be handled gently within about 15 minutes. CA
glues fumes are annoying if not downright poisonous. I
did use CA for detail parts and the stairways because of
the instant grab. I also used the CA accelerant but I
applied it drop by drop with the pickup tube of the
sprayer as the spray applied excess liquid. The Formula
560 glue was used to attach the glazing as it can hold
unlike materials and doesn't fog the glazing. It can also
be used as the glazing by applying it to the inside of the
mullions allowing surface tension to hold it till it dries
clear, forming the "glass." (Editor’s note: There are
several formulations of Aleene’s® glues. A good selection
can usually be found at craft stores.)

First, the walls were marked with square guide lines and
then the vertical siding was applied using Aleene’s craft
glue in the pen form. The use of Aleene’s craft glue
enables me to make a few adjustments as I apply the tiny
strips of wood. It dries quickly and doesn't seem to warp
the wall assembly. I also weighted the parts overnight to
ensure they stayed flat.
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I made up painting sticks from a strip of balsa with
double-sided tape. The tape holds the detail parts well
enough to paint them without unnecessary handling. The
sticks pictured turned out to be too difficult to handle so I
eventually cut them all in half. Micro scale was generous
with their parts and you'll find there is a surplus to add
around your layout. Besides the plaster pieces there are
about 20 plastic pallets to add too. All the plaster pieces
were primed on the sticks and painted with acrylic craft
paints. I recommend that you do not to use a pure white
but try unbleached titanium white for a less stark look.
Also I always use mixes of burnt umber instead of black
for the same reason.

Acrylics come under many brand names and there are
hundreds of colors. These water-based paints readily
allow mixing. One disadvantage is they often don't cover
well. Additional coats can cover up detail. Details can be
enhanced by first washing with an India ink and alcohol
solution and then highlighting the pieces by very dry
brushing with a little unbleached titanium. Unbleached
titanium can be matched by using antique white in the
craft colors.
The painted pieces will be ready for the final detailing.
Plan to devote several hours to painting the detail parts.
It’s best if you can break this time up into about 30
minute sessions as it can get a little tedious. A football
game is perfect background while doing this. The details
should probably wait till you are closed to being finished
in order to maintain a pleasing color theme with the
project.

Meanwhile the walls have been completed with the doors
and the windows glued in place. I again used Formula 56
white glue since its recommended for unlike materials
specifically plastic and wood.
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Here are the completed wall assemblies. I included the
plastic pizza screen in this picture because it is also a
good material to use for wet stained or painted pieces as
it has little contact with the material being worked.
Notice the corner and roof bracing supplied with the kit. I
should have painted the interiors a dark color as the
bracing shows up in the windows This kit would really
lend itself well to interior lighting however I have trouble
with those types of projects, so I left it out.

The roof sections were stained the wall color with the
same dye mix as these areas may show after completion
and its much easier to do here. and the rafter tails were
applied before attaching the roof.

Roofs were then attached by gluing to the buildings.
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I used Wild West Scale Models paper shingles #518 and
applied them using double sided adhesive tape. The tape
was used instead of white glue to avoid curling the roof
pieces and the paper shingles. I like the Wild West
printed shingles as they show a very nice color and
texture with little effort. The shingles supplied with the
kit were the Campbell’s style brown paper rolled
shingles. The moisture needed to apply them often warps
the roof pieces and I have difficulty getting a satisfactory
paint job on em.

Here is the brick work on the plaster base getting a dry
brushed coat of red oxide. I use a light hand here as I
don't want the mortar to be covered.

Individual bricks are then picked out in brown and tan.
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The water tank dowel pieces are first painted black so
that the light colored wood will not show thru the tanks
wood staves precut the staves on my NWSL chopper. A
very handy tool when cutting a lot of identical pieces
such as rafter tails and stair treads.

Vertical pencil lines are drawn on the dowels to maintain
vertical stave alignment. Double sided tape is then
applied to the dowels and the staves are pressed on.

I used 20# black monofilament fishing line for the cable
ties on the tank. I secured one end with CA, wrapped
each level, and tied it down with CA again. I did not
simulate turnbuckles but turned the joints to the back. A
lazy move I guess but no turnbuckles were in the kit and I
noticed the CA glue was discoloring my stain on the tank
staves. I used a Brown shoe dye and alcohol mix on the
tank staves BTW. I think it gives them a nice aged cedar
look.
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The tank support was then built. I made a spacing jig
with a scrap plank.

I also made a temporary base from Homasote® because of
the long center leg on the tank stage
I came back after construction and gave each of the light
colored beam ends a touch of dye.

I attached the stairs and glued the tanks in place using
Aleens® glue to give myself a little time to position them
correctly. An access ladder was also added. (See Tips and
Techniques on page 29 for a great idea from Bill about
how to build up your stairs. Ed.)
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Since I didn't like the idea of foreign material in the water
supply I added a roof to the tanks.

The lead weights and balsa blocks are my solution to
clamping an awkwardly shaped structure. The lead
weights I made from melting surplus tire weights begged
from my local tire shop. I used a propane torch as a heat
source and got a ladle from a garage sale. I then poured
the molten lead into a piece of 1" square tubing about 11/4" long. The lead pretty much just falls out of the mold.
Be sure to do this activity outdoors as the heat and fumes
could cause some trouble. Each little block weighs about
11 oz. This was not planned but seems to be about right
for small scale projects I have a chunk of RR iron for the
big projects.

The last four pics show the completed structure.
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Your Modeling Efforts Deserve Recognition!
Submit your models for evaluation in the NMRA Achievement Program.
Contact Phil Everett, 5th Division AP Chairman, for details.
Call (509) 443-2457 or email lazytwo@gmail.com
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TIPS & TECHNIQUES
Some are new, some are old, all are good to know.

Tip contributed by Bill Kleinert (Lewiston, ID)
Can't remember where this tip came from, but I used double
sided tape on a balsa stick to build my stairways.

Here, the stringers are held firmly until the steps are added.

After the glue has dried completely the stair sets are then
carefully pried off with a hobby knife.
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MODELING PRODUCTS AND SERVICES: ADHESIVES, PART 1
Contributed by Alan Ashton (Spokane, WA)
I was really shocked to see how many adhesives that I have on my workbench. I was just sitting there a couple of
weeks ago and I counted at least ten products within arm’s reach. As often happens during periods of intense
contemplation, I thought to myself, this could make a good newsletter article.
For those who are newer to the hobby, I hope that what follows will be useful as you expand your interests and
model building techniques. For those who have been modeling for a long time, some of you may tend to rely solely
on the tried-and-true and not be so inclined to even look at new or different products. Regardless of where you are
in this wonderful hobby, please recognize the spirit in which this article is written. I really (really) encourage you
to share your own experiences and preference for all to share.
I am NOT recommending any products in this article nor am I indicating the best-of-breed in any class of
adhesives. Instead, I am simply listing the products that I have on-hand and will tell you what I like or find lacking
in each one. You will be familiar with many of these products and will recognize others. Perhaps you have
considered one or two but haven’t tried them yet.
Before starting my list, here are a few thoughts and disclaimers:
·

Have a core of adhesives for the types of materials that you use. Generally, most of us will need
something for wood, plastic, resin and something for attaching scenery to our layouts.

·

Use the right adhesive for your work product. There are myriad examples of what I mean by this but
consider for a moment trying to glue two pieces of metal together using white glue (like, that would work!).
Or, how about using cyanoacrylate (CA) to secure ballast (it would hold the ballast but don’t even think
about it).

·

Buy in as small quantity as possible. Most adhesives have a shelf life, especially once they are opened so,
unless you have a special application, buy often but in small quantities. Tip: Look in craft stores for many
of the products mentioned below. I routinely clip coupons for Michaels, JoAnn Fabrics and Hobby Lobby
and find many useful adhesives with a 40 to 50 percent discount.

·

Use sparingly. Adhesives, generally, are intended to hold pieces together and should not be considered to
be filler. Seeing glue lines can ruin what is otherwise a great model. And, some adhesives will prevent
proper staining, weathering or painting. Others can fill small gaps and may be sanded.

·

Many adhesives have volatile components and should only be used with adequate ventilation. Be sure
to read the product information on the label before using any adhesive.

·

Successful application generally depends upon good preparation of the surfaces to be bonded. Tight
and carefully fitted pieces that are clean and free of dust will produce the strongest bonds. Plan on using
clamps or other methods for keeping the pieces in place with the proper orientation while the adhesive sets
up.

·

My list is not intended to be exhaustive. However, it should touch on at least one product that works for
commonly used modeling materials. Although I may mention specific manufacturers’ products, I am not
indicating a preference and competing products will usually work just as well.

Determine what works for you. No one can tell you which products are the best. If it were possible to do so, there
would be no competition in the market place since everyone would buy only the best. Experimentation is good and
can be fun, too. That’s how I wound up with so many adhesives on my workbench.
In Part 1 of this series I will discuss products that I find most useful when working on scenery.
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This product, one of several foam board adhesives, is a construction adhesive and can be found in your local
hardware store. You must be careful when affixing extruded foam board (insulation) because many adhesives
will attack the foam and will not produce an acceptable bonding. Look for products that are specifically
formulated for bonding foam board from DAPTM, Liquid Nails®, and Loctite®. I don’t work with foam board
insulation too much so I don’t consider this to be one of my core adhesives. If I did, I probably would.

DAP’s Alex Plus Acrylic Latex Caulk (clear) has become a standard adhesive for attaching cork roadbed to
my plywood base and for attaching track to the cork roadbed. I simply use a putty knife to spread a thin layer
of the adhesive before setting the roadbed or track. This adhesive allows a couple of minutes to move things
into exactly the right place before becoming so tacky that it can’t be worked. Push pins can hold everything in
place while the adhesive sets up. I generally allow several hours (preferably overnight). If you need to take up
track or roadbed later, you can pry it from the layout with a putty knife (not that you will necessarily be able to
reuse either). Be careful around turnouts to prevent inadvertent gluing of moving parts. This is one of my core
adhesives.
Nearly everyone probably has a bottle of Elmer’s® Glue All® (white glue) somewhere on their workbench. I
recently purchased a gallon of this adhesive so that I could make a soaking bath for my Scenic Express “Super
Trees.” Buying a gallon at Staples was cheaper than buying multiple bottles in smaller quantities. Generally, I
dilute white glue 50 parts glue to 50 parts water for general scenery work, including ballasting. For preparing
Super Trees, I use up to a 50/50 mixture. Always add a bit of dishwashing detergent to break surface tension. I
also keep a small bottle of 70% rubbing alcohol on hand for the same reason. Although some prefer matte
medium for scenery work, I think that diluted white glue remains the standard for securing scenery elements
from ballast to grasses. Elmer’s white glue will remain on my core adhesives list for as long as I am working
on scenery.
I purchased a bottle of matte medium to see if I liked it better than diluted (Elmer’s) white glue for attaching
scenery elements on my layout. I must admit that the jury is still out on this trial. However, before you
consider matte medium, there is a big cost difference. You can buy a gallon of white glue for what a pint of
matte medium typically costs. (I haven’t tried Mod Podge but some have suggested that as a less pricy
alternative to matte medium.) The diluted white glue (up to 50-50 with a few drops of detergent and/or alcohol
added to break surface tension) will hold nearly as well as the matte medium but more readily comes off of
track and ties during cleanup. Matte medium may dry with a bit less sheen but the difference is hardly
noticeable. The matte medium probably does win on the bonding scale so I have a small applicator bottle that
I use for non-track related scenery applications. I continue to use diluted white glue for ballast.
Hot glue is one of my core adhesives even though some may not consider it to be an adhesive at all. I use hot
glue to build cardboard lattice to support scenery, to build building mock-ups, to attach certain scenery
elements to the layout and, most recently, I have been experimenting with hot glue as a base for making tuffs
of weeds (so far, not too bad). Hot glue does have its drawbacks: It is HOT as it comes out of the glue gun, it
leaves lots of “webs” that can foul trackage if you aren’t careful, and it sets up very quickly so you have to
move fast to get the pieces to be glued into place. All things considered, I won’t be giving up this tool and
adhesive any time soon.

I have just two more products to mention. First, I have a bottle of scenery cement from Woodland Scenics. While I
find this product a little expensive, I would also say that it does a good job of holding things down, perhaps better
than my diluted Elmer’s white glue. I use the Woodland Scenics adhesive whenever I notice that my Elmer’s is not
working as well as I would like.
The final product that falls into the scenery category may not be an obvious “adhesive” at all. It is hair spray.
Although you may not think of this product as an adhesive, I use it often to affix Woodland Scenics products (fine
and medium foliage) to the trees that I build. For that reason, I consider hairspray to be one of my core adhesives.
I purchase the cheapest, strongest holding, fragrance-free product that I can find and use it liberally when attaching
foliage. Some say that that the product will not hold up for the long term but if the scenery is not disturbed too
much it seems to work fine for me. I usually give my trees a very light overspray of paint to highlight and modify
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the basic color and the paint probably adds a bit of holding power. An alternative for hair spray might be contact
cement but hairspray is cheaper and less messy.
Next time, I will list a few products that I use when building kits or working on scratch building projects.

INTERCHANGE TRACK
Crossing Flashers in White City
By Ron Harten, Editor of The Passing Track,
Newsletter of the Rogue Valley Model Railroad Club
The redesign of parts of White City has
created the need for several sets of signaled
crossings to support switching operations.
These crossings do not require gates, signal
flashing units are sufficient. Since these
signals will cover industrial tracks,
conventional crossing signal control boards
with four optical sensors will not work
properly. What is needed is a circuit which
the operator uses to turn on the signals when
the switching operation begins. The club
members did not want to have to turn off the
flashers manually. Some form of timer was
needed to keep the signals going for a fixed
period of time. The circuit contains 3
elements: An oscillator which provides the ½
second flash rate, signal driver section which
provides the current to drive the LEDs in the
signals, and a timer circuit which turns on
the circuit for 40 seconds and then shuts it
off. The signals are activated by a push
button on the fascia. Please note this circuit
does not use the common anode or common
cathode wiring setup for the signals. This is
not an issue if you assemble your own or use
the kits from Oregon Rail. The chips are
LM555 IC's. The circuit elements are based
on circuits found on the internet
http://www.discovercircuits.com/list.htm and
the IC Timer Cookbook, by W. Jung, SAMS
For more articles from the Rogue Valley Model Railroad Club visit their website at http://rvmrc.railfan.net/.
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REGIONAL NEWS AND VIEWS
The Lewis-Clark Train Club has a new mailing
address. It is:
Lewis-Clark Train Club
PO Box 2048
Lewiston, ID 83501-2048

Tri-City Model Railroaders has new president: At the
April business meeting, new officers and a director were
elected for the organization. The candidates assumed
their positions, effective May 1, 2014. John Pettigrew
is the new President.
Achievement Program: Unfortunately, we
had very poor showings for the AP this last
year. The suggestion that you fellow
modelers bring some of your work to the
swap meets didn't pan out. I only evaluated
two models and both of those received a
merit award for structures.
I will be at the fall swap meet in Spokane so
watch for an announcement of the times and
location. But if no one brings in a model I
will discontinue doing evaluations at the
swap meets.
I would like to see more interest in the
program because I believe that it really helps
a person become a better modeler.
For more information regarding the NMRA
Achievement Program you can contact me
at , lazytwo@gmail.com.
Phil Everett, NMRA PNR 5th Division
Achievement Program Chairman.

The Tri-City Model Railroaders recently undertook some major repairs and upgrades to their 20' x 28' modular
layout, which should greatly improve performance at future shows. See the pictures below. The schedule for the
next show is pending, so check the organization's website (www.owt.com/tcmr) periodically for the latest details.

TCMR's efforts are continuing to find a new permanent facility for a major layout. Also, they are still awaiting a
response from IRS re: their 501(c)(3) tax exemption application.
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NMRA PNR 5th Division Annual Report
Submitted by Gary Thurow, 5th Division Superintendent
This Annual Divisional report will be divided into three areas, membership, activities, and what the Division hopes
to accomplish in the next year.
The membership of the Division now stands at 196. This number is down from past years, but is now on the rise.
This rise is in part due to the addition of the eight members that were transferred when the Division took over
Eastern Montana from the 6th Division. Also the increase can be traced to an increase of membership in one of the
two 100 percent clubs in the Division. The River City Modelers have increased its membership this pass year from
50 to 63. This club is also very active in holding events. This brings me to the next area of this report.
This passed year the Division and it various clubs held 6 train shows and swap meets. These events were in
Spokane, WA. (twice), Lewiston Id., Missoula, MT., Livingston, MT. and Helena, MT. From all reports each of
these events were well attended by both vendors and the general public. The Division also held its annual Business
Meeting in April. The two major items of business were the election of an Assistant Superintendent and Chief
Clerk. Wayne Walling of Clarkston WA was elected to the position of Assistant Superintendent and Dick Smith of
Hamilton MT was elected to the Chief Clerks position. The other of business was the selection of the Red Loin
Hotel at the Park to host the 2017 PNR convention. Myself and Shirley Sample have started the process of
contacting the hotel and get a contract for the convention to be held there. The proposed dates for this convention
are June 7th through June 12th 2017. This convention brings me to the last area of this report the future of the
Division.
The future for the Division appears to be bright. With new members being add each month, I can see continued
growth. I would like to see the addition of possible one or two more 100 percent clubs within the Division, over the
next two to three years. I believe that this is a very doable goal. The clubs that I feel would be good candidates are
in the cities of Pasco, WA. and Missoula, MT. I should note that the club in Pasco was at one time was a 100
percent in the past.

TIME TABLE – EVENTS
July 12-16, 2014, Helena, MT. The Great Northern Railway Historical Society will hold an annual convention
at the Great Northern Best Western. For more information go to http://www.gnrhs.org.
July 16-19, Yakima, WA. The Northern Pacific Railway Historical Association will hold an annual convention.
For more information go to http://www.nprha.org.
July 30-August 2, 2014, Ogden, UT. The 2014 Union Pacific Historical Society convention will be held at the
Summit Hotel. More details about hotel reservations and convention information will be available at
http://UPHS.org.
October 11-12, 2014, Spokane, WA. River City Modelers club open house, 1130 East Sprague Avenue. Hours:
Saturday 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. and Sunday 12 p.m. to 4 p.m.
October 11, 2014, Spokane Valley, WA. Evergreen Railroad Modelers club open house, 18213 East Appleway
in the Greenacres Shopping Center. Hours: Saturday 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
October 12, 2014, Spokane, WA. Fall 2014 Model Train Show at the Spokane County Fair and Expo Center, 404
North Havana, Ag Buildings C and D, Spokane, WA. 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., $6.00 admission, 12 and under free.
Model railroad clinics will be offered throughout the day for all visitors!
For additional event listings for the PNR jump to http://pnr.nmra.org/.
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SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL HOBBY SHOPS
THEY ARE AVAILABLE WHEN YOU NEED SOMETHING RIGHT AWAY AND ARE ALWAYS
HAPPY TO HELP YOU IF YOU NEED TO ORDER SOMETHING SPECIAL

VIEW FROM THE CABOOSE
This edition of The Goat went “to press” just after the PNR annual convention in Tacoma. Watch for an extra
edition of The Goat in mid-July with coverage of the convention.
Here are a couple of pictures taken in the contest room at the Tacoma convention.

THE GOAT is the official publication of the 5th Division of the Pacific Northwest Region, National Model Railroad Association. The
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